Abstract: A common design practice for dynamic loading assumes the frame fixed at their bases. In reality, the supporting soil medium allows movement to some extent due to its property to deform. This may decrease the overall stiffness of the structural system and may increase the natural period of the system. The effect of soil flexibility is suggested to be accounted through consideration of springs which have specified stiffness and soil half space. Results show that the dynamic response of frame structure to vibrations is due to applied dynamic load and is highly dependent on the soil type and the method of modeling soil structure interaction. The response of frame structure under dynamic load is higher in case of linear discrete independent spring as comparing with perfect bond cases. Except the response of frame in case of piles embedded in soft clay, half space are higher than frame with piles and linear elastic spring due to the interaction between the frequencies of applied load and frequencies of frame structure. Also, result showed that it is important to include the soil-structure interaction in the analysis of the system in order to correctly simulate the dynamic problem for controlling on the resonance phenomena.
Introduction


The framed structures are normally analyzed with their bases considered to be either completely rigid or hinged. However, the foundation resting on deformable soils also undergoes deformation depending on the relative rigidities of the foundation superstructure and soil. Therefore, interactive analysis is necessary for the accurate assessment of the response of the superstructure [1] . The response of structure foundation system subject to static and dynamic load is influenced significantly by the behavior of contact junctions between the structural element and the surrounding soil enclosed them. These junctions represent the interface between the response of the soil-structure which transmit the load and the deformations which is called soil-structure interaction [2] . Analytic and numerical models for dynamic analysis typically ignore soil-structure interaction (SSI) effects of the coupled in nature structure-foundation-soil system. It has been recognized that SSI effects may have a significant impact especially on cases involving heavier structures and soft soil condition [3] . Various researchers suggest that interaction is not significant unless it increases the fundamental period by at least 25% [4] . The dynamic analysis consists of two parts [5] :
 Free vibration analysis: This type of analysis uses to find the natural frequencies of the mode shapes that the structure undergoes, which due to the motion by some disturbance at initial time equal to zero and after that, no external dynamic force is applied. The determination of the structures natural frequencies is very useful to avoid the increasing of structures dynamic response due to resonance phenomena;  Forced vibration: The forced vibration analysis uses to determine the dynamic response of the structure such as the time-varying displacement, stresses and forces when the structure subjected to external dynamic force. The dynamic excitation that may be applied on the structures can be classified into two types [6] : The first is the direct excitations where the load is applied directly on the structures; The second type is the indirect excitations where the load is transmitted to the structures through the soil in the form of stress waves. These waves emanate from source of dynamic excitation and spread through the soil then impinge the structures. In general, the dynamic analysis of structural systems is a direct extension of static analysis [7] .
Modeling and Mathematical Formulation
The finite element method is one of the numerical techniques that can be used to obtain theoretical analysis of these types of problems. In the finite element method, the actual continuum is represented as an assemblage of subdivision called elements. These elements are considered to be interconnected at specified joints called nodes or nodal points. The nodes usually lie on the element boundaries where adjacent elements are considered to be connected. Since the actual variation of the field variable (displacement, stress, temperature, pressure or velocity) inside the continuum is not known, it can be assume that the variation of the field variable inside a finite element can be approximated by a simple function. These approximation functions (also called interpolation models or shape function) are defined in terms of the values of the field variables at the nodes [8] . ANSYS system is a finite elements program. This program contains several types of elements which can be used to formulate the structural problems. In the present study, three different types of elements are used. The first type of the elements is the Beam 3D elastic 4 element with tension, compression, torsion and bending capabilities. The element has six degrees of freedom at each node, translation in nodal x, y and z, directions and rotations about nodal x, y and z axes. This element is used to represent beam, column, pile cap and piles. The second type of elements is the combination of spring-damper 14 elements with longitudinal capability. The longitudinal spring-damper option is a uniaxial tension-compression element with up to three degrees of freedom at each node: translation in the nodal x, y and z directions. No bending or torsion is considered and the spring or damping capability may be removed from the element. In the present study, the element used to represent the sub-grade spring coefficient (stiffness of equivalent soil spring). The third type of elements is the SOLID45 element which is an eight-node cubic element with large deflection and large strain capabilities. The element has three degrees of freedom at each node: translation in the nodal x, y and z directions. This element is used to simulate soil. The finite element modeling can be performed in two or three dimensions. It is realized that for problems, they have great variations in the geometric and material properties of the soil-structure system. Furthermore, a full three dimensions finite element modeling may still be necessary in order to capture some of the local effects that may be hidden by two dimensional or other simplified models [9] . In the present study, the three dimension finite element modeling is used.
Problem Definition
This search includes numerical application to study the vibration analysis of frame structure under harmonic load. By using finite element method, the whole system is meshed to small element. The software Ansys12 program is used to perform the dynamic analysis of the cases studied. Two types of analysis are included in this study. The first is the free vibration which is performed by Block Lanczos iteration method to determine the natural frequencies and their mode shapes. The second type is the forced vibration analysis which is performed in frequency domain where the inputs are the amplitude and frequency of dynamic load and the output is the displacement. The Sparse Solver technique is used to Vibration Analysis of Frame Structure with Soil-Structure Interaction 264 solve the global matrix of forced vibration equation and determine the dynamic response (displacement) of frame structure. Description of the case study: The whole system is divided into two part frame structures which consist of beam, column, pile cap, piles and soil. All parts are formulated by finite element method. The description of each part and the dynamics loads are as follow. Frame description: The frame considered with one bay three stories with beam size (0.5 × 0.5) m, column size (0.5 × 0.5) m, story height equal to 3.5 m, each bay of dimension (5 × 5) m and four pile caps of (1 × 1) m. The pile caps have the dimension of (1 × 1 × 1) m. The used piles have length equal to 12 m with cross section (0.5 × 0.5) meter square concrete pile. Materials of frame structure with foundation assumed to behave as linear elastic. A structural damping of (ζ = 0.02) is assumed. Properties of concrete used for constructing the frame structure with foundation are as follows: The elasticity modulus of concrete (Ec) is equal to 29,725 MPa which is calculated from the following equation (based on the ACI318-08 formula for normal-weight concrete) (Ec = 4,700 , ). Where, , is the cylinder ultimate compression strength of concrete which is assumed equal to 40 Mpa in this study; The concrete density (ρ) is assumed equal to 2,400 Kg/m 3 ; Poissons ratio of concrete is assumed to be 0.2. Another factor studied in this search is the frame base fixation to evaluate the effect of this factor. The frame is analysed for three different base conditions as follows: Firstly, the base of the frame is completely fixed; Secondly, each leg of the frame is supported by a pile. The pile is divided into number of space frame elements on winkler foundation. But in this case (first condition), the spring stiffness in the horizontal directs are calculated from the normal modulus of sub-grade reaction that is given by the Eq. 
.
The above six equation are used to calculated the soil stiffness (soil modulus) for soft clay and medium clay. Also for dense sand, the search study five cases and the equations that use in these studied are as in Eqs. (7-11): Effects of the soil surrounding the piles in the horizontal direction were modeled in terms of elements with axial stiffness only. These elements were placed only on one side of the pile with equal axial stiffness in compression and tension. The soil spring stiffness at any depth was obtained according to the relation [13] 
is the coefficient of subgrade reaction; ∆ is the spacing between the spring at a depth z.
Thirdly, the soil assumed as a half space of a homogenous, isotropic and damped viscoelastic material. The half space of soil is represented by using brick finite elements. The bond between soil and piles are assumed perfect bond. The search study the behavior of frame structure under dynamic load in two different half space sizes: the dimension of first half space is (15 × 15 × 12) m while the dimension of second half space is (25 × 25 × 15) m. Fixed boundary conditions are assumed along all external sides of soil half space except the top (ground surface) which is remained free. The bond between soil and piles are assumed perfect bond in all cases. Dynamic load represent a concentrated harmonic load which is applied laterally at the joints of frame the position of this joints at first, second and third story respectively. The amplitude of the harmonic load is equal to 5 KN in the positive direction for all cases. Different load frequencies are considered within the range of 0.5 to 1.5 of the first natural frequency of the frame structure with fixed boundary condition.
Results and Discussion
Free Vibration Analysis.
In this part of analysis, the frame structure natural frequencies and their mode shapes for the three cases of base fixations are determined and the resulted natural frequencies are given in Tables 2-13.  Tables 2-13 show the natural frequency and period for the cases of fixed, piles with linear spring and piles have perfect bond with surrounding soil respectively. Also this part of analysis is performed to predict the effect of the soil surrounding the piles on the natural frequencies and their mode shapes. The natural frequencies and mode shapes are determined for the following cases:
 Determination of the natural frequencies and mode shapes for frame structure only assuming fixed boundary condition;  Determination of the natural frequencies and mode shapes for the whole system (the frame with foundation and soil for all cases). Types of soils used in this study are as follows and soil properties are shown in Table 1  Soft silty clay soil for the whole soil domain;  Medium silty clay soil for the whole soil domain;
 Dense sand-gravel soil for the whole soil domain. It is clear that natural frequency of the modes change from case to case and this is due to difference in the number of free degrees of freedom in the cases. Also, Tables 2-13 show that the period of the first mode in the case of frame supported by piles with linear spring equal to 5.89, the period of the frame with a fixed base and the same result are obtained for all causes (six cases for soft clay, six cases for medium clay and five cases for dense gravel) when soil are replaced by linear discrete independent spring. This comparative are based on the first natural period only. In the case of perfect bond between piles and surrounding soil (half space-1), the period range equal to 1.47, 1.364 and 1.296 when the piles embedded into soft clay, medium clay and dense gravel respectively. Also in the case of perfect bond between piles and surrounding soil (half space-2), the period range equal to 1.53, 1.39 and 1.31 when the piles embedded into soft clay, medium clay and dense gravel respectively. This comparative are based on the first natural period only. The clarification for changing in period from case to case occurs due to change in size of half space, soil type and soil modulus of elasticity. These variations in the periods from the first mode to seven (last) mode for the same frame indicates the higher difference in the stiffness between the three cases and that will be reflected in the forced vibration analysis of the frame structure. Comparing the results of natural frequencies in Table 2 with Tables 12 and 13 , clarifies that the natural frequencies values of the frame alone is higher than their respective values in soil half spaces. The reasons of the difference are due to the inclusion of the inertia (mass) of the soil in the model which lead to a reduction in the stiffness and as more mass adds as more stiffness reduced [6] . Also, it is clear that increasing the stiffness of the soil increases the natural frequencies of the building. In the case of non-fixed boundary conditions of the building, the stiffness of the building and then the natural frequencies are inversely proportional to the relative stiffness at the boundary conditions [6] . Research has shown that soil-structure interaction increase the time period in structural models [14] . Also (T = 1/ƒ) from this relation, it is shown that the period has inversely proportional with natural frequency which mean the increase of period lead to decrease in natural frequency or inversely [15] . In this study, it is obtained increase in time period when the authors consider soil-structures interaction as compare with frame alone as shown in Tables 2-13.
Forced Vibration Analysis
In this part, the dynamic response of the frame structure with piles foundation is investigated due to applied lateral harmonic load. Also, the soil-structure interactions are investigated. Properties of the soil types are same as in the analysis of free vibration in Table 1 . A concentrated harmonic load is applied on the joint of frame structure which has the following characteristics:
F t P cos ώt KN (13) Where, P is the amplitude of the forces (KN); ώ is the excitation frequency (rad/sec). The effects of the following parameters on the response are considered:
 Effect of base boundary conditions on the resulted displacements of the frame;  Type of soil (soil properties);  Effect of flexibility;  Variation in the excitation frequency.
The horizontal displacement of a last storey of frame structure in the x-direction is considered as a response of the frame to the exciting load. Figs. 4-6 show the displacement at the last storey of frame structure. The particular selection of the horizontal displacement at last storey of frame is due to:
(1) The lowest natural frequencies are in the horizontal mode;
(2) A comparison is made among the horizontal displacement in all stories of frame structure started from foundation level to last storey. It is clear from the comparison results that the magnitudes of the displacements at last storey are higher as shown in Figs. 4-6. Where the frequency of the load considered is equal to the first natural frequency of frame structure with fixed boundaries.
Due to the above point, the multi storey frame structure can be considered as cantilever. When excited, it will vibrate mainly in its lowest modes (horizontal or sway mode) producing larger vibrations at the last storey or free end of frame.
Effect of Base Boundary Conditions on the Resulted Displacements of the Frame
In this case, the frame structure model is analyzed to consider the effect of base fixation on the results of Tables 14-36 show the effects of base boundary conditions on the resulted displacement. They include the comparisons between the frame with piles and linear spring. Frame with piles have perfect bond with surrounding soil of frame with fixed boundary condition. Also, this comparison includes different cases such as the properties of linear spring and size of half space. Fixed base boundary condition is more stiff than other boundary conditions. Therefore, the response of the frame structure in case of fixed base is less than other condition of frame with foundation [16] . Also, it is known that increasing the flexibility of the structure foundation will increase the structure flexibility [4] . So, the effect of soil structure interaction increases the displacement as compare with fixed base.
Effect of Soil Type
Three types of soils that are differed in properties are considered in this case study. These soils are soft silty clay soil, medium silty clay and dense sandy gravel. Soil properties are given in Table 1 . It is clear in Figs. 7-9 that the response of frame structure change from case to case when soil type change. When the soil is modeled as the discrete independent linear springs, it appears that the frame have higher displacement when the linear spring represent medium clay as compare with soft clay. For dense gravel, the obtained displacement is higher as comparing with clay when the dense gravel represented by linear spring. In the perfect bond case, the higher displacement of frame occurs when the piles embedded in soft clay as comparing with medium clay and dense gravel. The effect of the size of the half space is clearly shown the response increase by increasing the size of half space for all cases (halfspace-1 and halfspace-2) in perfect bond. This is due to the fact that increasing the size increase the masses included and thus, reduces the stiffness of the system. On the other hand, in spite of increasing the size of half space, the response of frame's decrease due to the interaction between the frequencies of applied load and frequencies of frame structure.
Effect of Flexibility
It can be seen in Figs. 7-9 that for all the cases studied, results obtained with piles and soil as series of linear elastic spring are higher than those obtained with fixed base. Also, results obtained with piles embedded in soil halfspace are higher than those obtained with fixed base. It is known that increasing the flexibility of the structure foundation will increase the structure flexibility. Generally, the obtained result in case of linear discrete independent spring which is used to represent the soil stiffness is greater than the perfect bond between piles and surrounding soil. It is due to the increasing in the magnitude of natural period in case of linear discrete spring will reflect on the response of piles as comparing with perfect bond. Except the response of frame in case of piles embedded in soft clay, halfspace-1 is higher than frame with piles and linear elastic spring. It is used to represent the stiffness of soft clay due to the interaction between the frequencies of applied load and frame structure.
Variation in the Excitation Frequency
It is commonly accepted that structures normally responded at their fundamental frequencies and low vibration modes as the energy required to deform the structures in their low modes is a minimum [6] . To test the effect of the frequency of the applied load, the load case is repeated 7 times with a different frequency in each time. The frequency range used is from 0.5-1.5 times the first natural frequency of frame structure with fixed boundary condition. The values of the excitation frequencies are as following:
Lower limit of frequency range of excitation = 0.5 ƒ frame structure = 0.5 × 0.042307 = 0.021 Hz Upper limit of frequency range of excitation = 1.5 ƒ frame structure = 1.5 × 0.042307 = 0.063 Hz The values of the seven cases of excitation frequencies in Hz are listed in Table 37 .
Where, ƒ = excitation frequency (Hz); = excitation frequency (radian per second). Each case of excitation frequency is applied as separate frequency. And the equation of motion solved for each case alone to determine the dynamic response of the frame structure for different base fixations that considered on this study. The effect of soil structure interaction lead to versus the frequency ratio (r) which is the ratio between excitation frequencies and the first natural frequency of frame structure alone with fixed boundary condition as Eq. (15):
Where, ƒ = excitation frequency for case in (Hz); ƒ = the first natural frequency of frame with fixed boundary condition. The Figs. 10-15 show the variation of the horizontal response of frame structure with frequency ratio (r) considering soil structure interaction effect.
It is well known from dynamic analysis that the response of a single degree of freedom structure to any excitation having frequency equal to the natural frequency of the structure will be in a resonance. For a multi degree of freedom structure, the effect of the excitation becomes a maximum when its frequency coincides with lowest frequency of the structure and usually in the design. The excitation frequency in the range of 0.5-1.5 of the lowest natural frequency of the structure is avoided [6] . Therefore, this undesired range excitation frequency is considered in this study to determine the range of increase in the response of frame structure. As shown in Figs. 10-15 , the maximum response is occurred when the frequency ratio (r) is between 0.64 and 1. This difference in (r) is depended on the soil type.
Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study:
(1) The response of frame structure mainly depends on the first few vibration modes. Therefore, it is important to determine accurately these vibration modes and the natural frequencies; (2) Natural frequency for different base boundary conditions is sensitive for sway and less effect for bending, torsion and axial modes; (3) The foundation flexibility increases the natural period of the platform; (4) The harmonic response for the soil-structure interaction condition is higher than that for the rigidly supported base condition;
(5) The dynamic responses of the frame can very sensitive to the foundation model; (6) The foundation flexibility results in a significant increase in the response of the frame structure; (7) As the degree of the freedom increase, the response of the frame structure will increase; (8) In the finite element idealization of soil-structure interaction problem such as the properties of linear spring and size of half space affect the analysis result; (9) The responses of frame structure under dynamic load are higher in all cases of linear elastic spring as comparing with perfect bond cases; (10) As the soil type change, the frequency ratio will be change and the soil-structure modeling has great effect on the frequency ratio; 
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Vibration Analysis of Frame Structure with Soil-Structure Interaction 281 (11) As the soil type change, the response of frame structure will be change; (12) The representation of soil sub-grade or stiffness will reflect on the response of structure under dynamic load.
